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He laughed aloud, gave Connor a thumbs up, and said, “Connor, your
explosive power is too strong. With this punch, the yellow-skinned monkey
must be beaten to the ground.”
Connor has strong muscles and a fierce expression, especially with a thick
neck. He knows that he is the kind of fighting expert who can fight well. A
look in his eyes can scare people to pee his pants in minutes.
He is a professional boxer. He has also held a gold belt in his country.
Boxing skills can be said to be extremely terrifying. He was just at his peak
age. As long as he was bare-handed, twenty ordinary people combined
would not be his opponents.
This time he came to China for a holiday. He and Smith were friends. After
receiving Smith’s call, he rushed over as soon as possible, to avenge Smith,
and severely teach that damn yellow-skinned monkey!
“Hit down? Smith, my old buddy, you look down on me too much. A
yellow-skinned monkey, can he withstand the power of my punch?” Connor
frowned, expressing his dissatisfaction, and then he Facing the machine
testing the strength of the fist next to him, he slammed a punch, and with a
bang, the data on the display screen jumped wildly, and finally showed 1324,
the unit is pounds, that is, he hit 1324 with this punch The pound of power,
converted, is 600 kilograms!
This can kill an elephant!
When Smith saw this data, others were stupid. You know, at his peak, he
can only hit 450 pounds with a punch, and Connor can easily punch at 1,324
pounds, which is too scary. !
The other people in the gym were also shocked, looking at Connor, full of
fear and admiration.
Smith swallowed hard and said, “Oh my God, a punch weighing 1,324
pounds can directly kill that damn yellow-skinned monkey!!”
Connor snorted and said, “Of course, the Orientals are weak and vulnerable.
They are not even a fart in front of me.”
Smith rubbed his hands, his expression started to get excited, as if he had
already seen the sight of Lin Ziming’s defeat by Connor tomorrow night.
He is an internationally famous star. He was actually bullied by an Oriental
in China. How did he accept it? He is not Lin Ziming’s hands-on, but it does
not mean that others are not Lin Ziming’s opponents. This time he directly
invited Connor. The top boxer in their country can definitely get revenge!
“Hahaha, that’s great, Connor will surely help me get revenge if you have
Connor!” Smith was very happy.
He now knows the identity of Lin Ziming, but what? He is not a Chinese, as
long as he doesn’t coax his life, he will be tortured by Lin Ziming and he
will return to China directly. What else can Chinese do with him?
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He played the abacus well, but he had never thought that Connor, a so-called
top boxer, was just an ant in front of Lin Ziming.
Next, Connor continued training. He didn’t play sandbags this time, but
called three sparring partners and attacked him with protective gear.
These three sparring partners are also retired boxers, each of them over 1.9
meters tall, tall and mammoth, but in front of Connor, they appear to be so
weak, like leaves being swept away by Connor’s autumn wind. It was
knocked down in two hits.
Even if they are wearing thick protective gear, they are now suffering from
serious injuries, especially uncomfortable, and they don’t dare to practice
with Connor anymore. Connor is a beast!
Smith saw Connor so fiercely, he became even more excited, thinking that
this time he could definitely get revenge.
Time flies and a day has passed. Smith chose a location and had dinner at
the restaurant downstairs from this gym. By provoking Lin Ziming, he could
also call Lin Ziming up and fight Connor, killing two birds with one stone.
Ning Yuning and Yu Qing are the intermediaries, and they will naturally
come to the dinner tonight, in order to solve the contradiction between Lin
Ziming and Smith.
It’s just that they have never thought about it. Smith’s meal this time was
not an apology at all, but a feast.
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